TEAMWORK - Software for trades, handicraft and production
uses Excel as user interface, Outlook for the administration of business partners and many database
systems. Because of its versatility and flexibility the software can be easily adapted and used for many
industries.
Technology:
Of us developed TEAMWORK technology makes possible the immediate direct data access from
Excel on data bases. All data from Excel are stored structured into the data base. Search logic,
treatment and representation are freely programmable over text editor.
Excel was extended by special industry functionalities and is the user interface for the entire enterprise
resource planning. Excel templates for the entire orderprocessing, data maintenance and analysis are
provided. These can be adapted by the customer or partners at any time at will to customer's requests
(layout, formulas, expirations).
The administration of the business partners (customer, supplier, prospective customer...) effected in
Outlook extended by us. The data from Outlook are transferred on push of a button to the Excel
document. That complete customer folder (documents, E-Mails, CAD...) lies clearly structured in the
Outlook contact; these documents can be called up over the TEAMWORK Explorer in the Outlook
contact.
Storage of all Excel reference dates into arbitrary data bases (SQL server, MSDE, ACCESS...).
Comfortable evaluation of all data in Excel for management -, project -, sales and purchase
information.
Scope of services:

- Pre-costing, offers and follow up
- Material disposition: Purchase, ordering system, stocktaking
- Work plan: Project scheduling, scheduling for service/repairs, production orders,
- Material/delivery notes, production feedback, work timing recording
- Activity recording and automated invoices
- Account and project Controlling/ recalculation/ final costing/ business information system
- Cash sale, point of sale
- open item accounting
- Very many functions for simply and optimized working
The necessary articles can be selected from the own database or also directly from wholesale
dealer/catalogs of industry by CDs or from the InterNet and be transferred to the Excel - documents.
The provided templates can be transformed and extended by the partner or user at will. The layout is
individually freely shapable with character fonts, character sizes, colors, pictures and diagrams.
Particularly attractively naturally the possibility pictures and photo of the most important offered
articles is to be transferred directly by catalog CDs or from the InterNet and be inserted to the offer.
Such with colors and pictures of attractively arranged offers are naturally particularly advertisingeffectively and the customer well remembered.
Advantages for the customers:
-

used Excel interface with all comfort (however no special Excel knowledge necessarily)
templates with different layouts can be arranged
own views as work surface can be arranged
own formulas and calculations
all business informations can be transformed in Excel at any time simply and freely
by the use of the Outlook contacts do not have to be waited customers, suppliers and prospective
customers doubly
- is there TEAMWORK directly in Microsoft Office integrated no pedantic interface adaptations for
email, date administration...
- by the current advancement of the Office of products by Microsoft always the newest technologies
are usable

Advantages for our business-partners:
- discounts on the licenses
- many services by the partner possible because TEAMWORK is an open system
- own organization of the templates and formulas for many industries possible
- therefore many industries can be covered with only one software
- you do not have to learn and service for each industry their own software

